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Aims of the CS Mainland tour 

To gain first-hand understanding of our 
country and its latest development

To understand and appreciate Chinese 
culture 

To develop their sense of national 
identity

To develop students’ self-directed 
learning project skills 



廣州南沙、

深圳前海經濟發展和

粵港合作內地考察

Students’ 
needs 

School’s 
major 

concerns 

Curriculum 
needs 



Pre-Trip Preparation

Coordinator Students Teachers 



Coordinator 

Briefing for students and teachers 

Pre-trip

Invite teachers’ chaperones 

Negotiate with the school on the destination / routes 



Teachers’ chaperones 
Vice 

Principal 

Teachers 
of CSD

Head of 
Discipline 

Teacher of 
History 

Teacher of 
Business 

studies / IT

Head of 
ECA / 

First-aider

Tours 
Coordinator 



粵港澳大灣區未來人才計畫

Takeaways: 

1.Tips to ride XRL

2.Phone cards

3.E-payment 

4.Preparation for certain spots



Pre-trip Briefing 



Students 

Preparation 
for trip 

EDB 
materials 

Extra 
References 

Requirements 
of enquiry 

project 

Division of 
work 
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Pre-trip: Read through the reference 

materials and finish the pre-tasks 

Can work collaboratively with your groupmate 
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During/ after the trip: Complete 

the tasks assigned 
Can work collaboratively with your groupmate 
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After the trip: Complete the personal reflections 

MUST work on your own 

Personal reflections should 

be more in-depth & 

written after collection of 

data from your groupmate   



Teachers 

Roles of chaperones 

Teachers’ briefing  

Guiding 
questions 

Groups’ 
folder

Reminder

Reference



Reminders to teachers 



Road to a self-directed project 

1st term 

• Mini enquiry project 

• To introduce elements & format of an enquiry project 

Pre-trip

• Components of enquiry project 

• Collection of first & second hand data 

• Basic data-organization skills 

Post-Trip 

• Reflections 

• Setting of enquiry questions 

• Extension of mini project learning



Important skills practiced: 

-Collection of first-hand data

-Responding to enquiry questions

-Reflections

-References / citations 



Sample of mini project from 

a F.5 student 



Cultivate habit of reflection and referencing 



Clear guidelines and 

self-learning materials 

given before the trip



Post-trip: 

Enquiry project from students’ reflections 



Students’ reflection 

Provide first-hand 

understanding of 

our country and its 

latest development

To develop sense 

of national identity 

and future 

aspirations  



I believe that Wing Hang Fong is an inch-perfect example to illustrate the effect 
of reform and opening-up. During the tour, we observed that the old area was 
revitalized into a modish viewpoint where tourists can stroll along the streets. It 
offers and opportunity to residents and young people to set up businesses in that 
area, attracting tourists to visit this area, at the same time improving living 
standards of people over there by earning a profit.

Before the tour, I thought that e-payments would be complicated and uneasy to 
handle, however, my perceptions completely changed after I tried using the 
epayments. We can conveniently finish payments just by scanning a QR code. I 
admire that the central government value the revitalisation of old streets or areas, 
striving to boost economic development and encouraging business owners to 
maximize their benefits. 

Currently, I am studying subjects that are closely linked to business concepts, like 
economics and BAFS. Throughout the visit to the Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong 
Youth Innovation and Entrepreneur Hub, I was able to observe the privileged 
location of the area and listen to the entrepreneurship adventures which 
consolidate my knowledge effectively. The momentous stories of the 
entrepreneurs and the ease given by the Central Government, it makes me 
interested to try to start up a business in Qianhai in the future. I would like to 
express my exclusive gratitude to my beloved country, providing this precious 
occasion, allowing me to appreciate the greatness of my motherland and 
strengthening the sense of pride in my heart. 

Relevance to DSE 

subjects 

Appreciate the 

preservation of Chinese 

culture and modern life 

To develop sense 

of national identity 

and future 

aspirations  



Resources used in sharing 

 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1m1OXKkuzE67U_SLgl9ZQz2JdEQo6q

_t0?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1m1OXKkuzE67U_SLgl9ZQz2JdEQo6q_t0?usp=sharing



